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Interesting Projects

Concrete Canvas Slope Protection (CV/2019/03)
Concrete Canvas finds the typical slope

protection and erosion control at Pik Wan
Road development where a channel slope face
and an access road temporary cut are covered
manually with a 5 mm thick geosynthetics
cementitious composite mat (GCCM). The
flexible Concrete Canvas was laid and hydrated
into a layer of high strength concrete profile in
no time. The beauty is that noise, dust and
environmental nuisance associated with
spraying shotcreting were not experienced at a
nearby public school. Steven can help you,
stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

Geosynthetics is commonly used in landscaping. The
garden design of a luxurious development in South Lantau
employs geocell to construct an artificial stream network
that navigates between houses and heads towards a sloping
gabion wall. Geocell confines decorative pebble which
mimics the stream course, offering a natural harmony of
lawn and water. Geocell panels are pinned onto and
conform to the stream bed profile by special Platipus
percussion anchor. Steven could let you know the
installation of BOST’D geocell, Maccaferri gabion and
Platipus anchor, stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

Ham Tin Landscape Design

Geocell mimics a stream course

Platipus anchor 

to secure geocell

Concrete Canvas CC5 on 

channel surface slope

Silt Curtain Turbidity Control (ND/2019/04)
Fanling bypass eastern section

has a footbridge to be constructed
across Ng Tung River. Earthwork
and piling along the embankment
are disturbing the environment and
polluting the water. Silt curtain was
placed to confine soil particles and
to control turbidity. We fabricated
the silt curtain in our warehouse by
stitching woven geotextile into
panels which then plastic floats are
incorporated. It comes in 20 m
width span with 3 m depth and is
easy to handle and deploy. Natural
has more natural@g-and-e.com.

Silt curtain system anchored along the river 

embankment during earthwork

Outer silt curtain encloses site area, inner 

curtain with an addition non-woven 

geotextile confines silt migration

Trapezoidal gabions delineates garden fence

Laying out of geocell

Concrete Canvas CC5 to temporary cut
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New Product / Application
Maccaferri New Organic Coating to Steel Wire - Polimac

Galvanizing is common to inhibit steel wire corrosion, an additional
polymeric coating further enhances the protection. While PVC has been
used for years, other resin has been developed with more sustainable
durability. Maccaferri now introduces Polimac, a new blended organic
compound coating that outperform PVC with far better resistance to UV,
chemical, abrasion, and environmental aging. It is non-toxic and has no
chlorine and phthalate leaching, excellent adhesion to steel as well.

Latest ASTM A975-20 (gabion standard) and EN 10223-3-13 (steel wire
standard) allow the use of non-PVC coating with equivalent or superior
characteristics. Mesh tensile strength is also supplemented, rather than
that of the wire alone, the mesh strength is tantamount to engineering
performance, not the wire strength. It implies Polimac can be accepted.

Butyl rubber impermeable sheet is a WSD standard leakage monitoring measures to collect any water that may
leak from pipe burst to a sump, preventing unwanted seepage to adjacent slope. For more that 20 years, Solmax
1.0 mm HDPE membrane has been used dutifully. It comes in large sheet for ease of installation and minimum
overlapping. Check stock and sizing with Shan, shan@g-and-e.com.

HDPE membrane Leakage 
Collection (HY2014/16)

2.

The preservation of a large mature tree requires the formation of a
sump ditch when the surrounding area must be raised to match the final
level. Fill slope is formed to encircle the tree. ABG Deckdrain 1250SXD
with double-side geotextile is used to serve as a drainage layer
underneath the fill slope, replacing granular material which is costly and
tedious to place. Stanley has the details, stanley@g-and-e.com.

Drainage Layer to Preserve Old Trees (NE/2016/01)

Deckdrain 1250SXD underneath fill slope

Polimac is available in 0.5 mm nominal thickness, applicable to wire 2.0 - 3.0 mm diameter, in grey or green. It
carries no premium price. An ideal coating to gabion, reno mattress and double twisted wire mesh products.
Check with Natural, natural@g-and-e.com and here.

New 

coating

Long-life 
galvanizing

Steel 
wire

A low 100 kJ energy flexible barrier
was called for in the NTHA report of the
village housing project. Maccaferri offers a
feather weight and simple barrier that has
no upslope but lateral anchor, no energy
dissipators along longitudinal cable and an
integral circular post base plate assembly
anchored to the foundation, an easy and
quick to installation system. Check with
Steven, stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

Feather Weight Flexible Barrer 
at Mok Tse Che, Sai Kung

100 kJ flexible barrier 

along the demarcation

100 kJ flexible barrier 

terminal anchor

Erosion Control Mat (DC/2018/05)
The main access tunnel portal at the

Sha Tin Treatment Works Caverns requires
the slope along Nui Po Shan to be
reformed. Erosion control mat is deployed
as surface protection, to mask the slope
profile and to reinforce vegetation growth.
Durable Polyamide Enkamat is chosen with
its soil retaining capability and flammability
resistance. Natural@g-and-e.com.

Enkamat at the 

portal

HDPE membrane 

in the pipe trench

Double twisted Polimac coated 

steel wire mesh
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Technical Note
Geosynthetics Cementitious Composite Mat (GCCM)

In 2005, Concrete Canvas in UK pioneered the development of a 3D flexible matting containing cement and fibre
between two layers of geotextile. Once hydrated, the mat forms a layer of strong, non-crack and durable concrete
layer, resembling shotcrete. A generic term GCCM is eventually given to the mat in the geosynthetic industry.

GCCM properties changes from flexible to rigid after curing. To address the shortfall in using pre-existing
geosynthetics or concrete standard, ASTM introduced designation to GCCM in 2015, namely, D8364/D8364M–21 as
a product standard specification, D8329-20 as measurement of compressive strength, D8058–19 as testing method
of flexural strength and D8173 as standard guideline for site installation. These become GCCM’s representation.

In 16 years, Concrete Canvas has led the GCCM market in application, standardization, technique in installation,
innovation, testing refinement and quality consistency. Be sure your GCCM comes with performance assurance and
reliable support. BBA certification, European Technical Assessment and CE marking are further technical evidence to
avoid inferior products that can lead to a great many abortive and repetitive works, bad experience and dispute.

Designation: D8058 - 19

Standard Test Method for

Determining the Flexural Strength of a geosynthetic

Cementitious Composite Mat (GCCM) Using the Three-Point 

Bending Test1

Designation: D8173 - 18

Standard Guide for

Site Preparation, Layout, Installation, and Hydration of

Geosynthetic Cementitious Composite Mats1

Designation: D8364/D8364M - 21

Standard Specification for

Geosynthetic Cementitious Composite Mat (GCCM)

Materials1

Designated
According to
Article 29 of

Regulation (EU)
No 305/2011

Member of

www.eota.eu

British Board of Agreement
Bucknalls lane

Watford
Herts WD25 9BA

Tel: +44 (0) 1923 665300
e-mail: clientservices@bbacerts.co.uk

Website: www.bbacerts.co.uk

New Product / Application (Con’t)
Trash Boom

Marine trash is a nuisance, most is washed onto beaches, trapped in
mangrove, intercepted along coastline, or simply deposited in
community waterfront. There are concerns to the environmental well-
being, hygiene and aesthetics. While it can regularly be removed from
water, those that entangled at the shoreline are hard to be collected. A
barrier is helpful to fence off those drifted towards vulnerable areas.

A floating boom can be designed to fence off trash. It is fabricated
from a series of buoys on which a skirting is attached, customized to
any enclosure length and depth, positioned by weight ballast, fluke or
Platipus anchor to seabed. Components are chosen for durability, ease
of installation and operation and minimal maintenance, such as strong
and high buoyancy HDPE pipe float, marine grade Kikkonet skirting and
stainless-steel connector. A manual gateway option allows marine
traffic whenever necessary. Talk to Stanley, stanley@g-and-e.com.

HDPE pipe float with Kikkonet mesh skirt and ballast chainA prototype Trash Boom with Platipus anchor and Kikkonet mesh skirt

HDPE injection float and geotextile curtain

mailto:stanley@g-and-e.com
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Reader’s Response
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to newsletter@g-and-e.com
or visit our website at www.g-and-e.com. 

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purpose only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong

Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: info@g-and-e.com http://www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague - Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.
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Our New QR Code

The past year had been difficult with the
COVID-19 pandemic restricting our work and
increased risks at project sites. Now that the
situation has improved, we finally had a chance
to get together, with our families, for a relaxing
and fun evening at a BBQ site in Tuen Mun.
We certainly look forward to the day when we
can have a more prolong gathering.

For Your Information

Did you know that a QR code (Quick Response code) is invented in 1994 by the Japanese
automotive company Denso Wave? A QR code often contain data for locator, identifier, or
tracker which leads to a website or application.

Team Building

Stocking Up on Material
Covid-19 causes major interruption to worldwide

logistics. As a result, a huge surge of raw material prices was
seen since end of 2020 that led to a shortage of supply of
most construction material. We have stocked up in early
2021, hopefully, to be able to meet the urgent demand.
Contact Shan, shan@g-and-e.com for your need.

Our staff with familiesSharing a laugh together

We are Still Thinking About You
Even though we cannot meet as often as we would like, we still treasure our contacts

with our clients. We have prepared a corporate writing tool available for distribution. If you
have not received one yet, do let us know and we would be happy to send one your way.
Our small action to say that we are still thinking about you. Reach nannette@g-and-e.com

Our QR code leads you directly into our website www.g-and-e.com. In
our website, you would find a comprehensive information on our
products, various applications, job references from many government
projects, and many more. Try it out now and see for yourself.

Opinion Column
Material Approval – Test Report Substantiation?

When a geosynthetic is submitted for approval, request on test
report is often sought, even though this is not a requirement in the
project specification. A lack of knowledge, confidence and mistrust are
vivid, and a simple scenario of guilty (from given information) before
proven innocent (verification by test result). While sending misleading
material approval submittal unintentionally or wilfully can, and
sometimes, did happen, engineers should be able to make an
assessment. Unfortunately, geosynthetics are not daily encounters. To
help engineers, perhaps inclusion of the necessity testing, procedure
and acceptance criterion, as a management option, can be put into
specification. Indeed, some projects have successful head start already.
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